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RECONNECT WITH THE CREDIT
UNION SPIRIT IN MICHIGAN’S
CHERRY CAPITAL
By Katlyn Lindstrom
As the credit union landscape changes, it’s important to balance personalized member service
with technological advancement. In Traverse City, credit unions are finding success by focusing
on the member experience as a barometer for evolutionary success.
“We ask ourselves in every situation, ‘What’s best for the member?’” said Spencer Riegler, branch
manager of Lake Michigan Credit Union (LMCU). “Whatever the answer is, we find a way to get there.”
Credit unions in Traverse City are growing, with business loans up 21.7 percent and total assets
up 7.3 percent in 2017. These increased assets, along with membership growth, have allowed
the area’s credit unions to take advantage of the industry’s technological advancements in order
to better serve their members.
When Members Credit Union and Bay Winds Federal Credit Union merged in 2015 to form 4Front
Credit Union in Traverse City, it forged a partnership that, as a unit, offered them resources they
didn’t have separately — resources that can create a stronger member experience.
“The partnership allows us to capitalize investments in technology,” said David Leusink, CEO at 4Front.
“We went to an online banking platform we dismissed years earlier because it was too expensive,
but [after the partnership] we could afford to make a significant investment in infrastructure.”
Leveraging member engagement and technological advancements in the industry will take center
stage at the Michigan Credit Union League (MCUL) and CU Solutions Group® (CUSG) 2018 Annual
Convention & Exposition (AC&E). The event, returning to Traverse City, will engage credit union
professionals from across the state and equip them with the resources necessary to lead the
way in an ever-changing industry.
As Traverse City itself experiences continued growth and success, the area is a perfect location
for credit unions to discuss how they can evolve.
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MAINTAINING THE CREDIT UNION
DIFFERENCE AND ADAPTING TO
A CHANGING INDUSTRY
AC&E is known for its top-notch keynote speakers and
ample networking opportunities. This year’s event will
feature sessions to help credit union professionals adapt
to technological advancement and find strategies to
balance industry evolution with quality member service.
“It’s so important for us to understand that the whole
industry could be changing,” said Robin Wybenga, CFO
at TBA Credit Union (TBACU). “We’re going to have to be
able to change with it.”

day, June 7, morning keynote speech to equip participants
with strategies for showing up every day to make a positive
difference in their organization and community.
Additionally, the CUES networking lunch Winning
the Heart: Insights for Employee Engagement and
Motivation will shift the focus to internal leadership in
the industry, exploring how credit unions can increase
employee engagement through effective leader/employee
communication and “winning the hearts” of employees.

“It’s so important for us to
understand that the whole
industry could be changing.
We’re going to have to be able to
change with it.”

On Friday, June 8, Thinque founder Anders Sorman-Nilsson will deliver his keynote speech “Seamless! Crime,
Big Data and the Cashless Future,” which will underscore the importance of keeping a finger on the pulse
of the marketplace in this turbocharged environment.
Sorman-Nilsson will discuss the theory of “change apathy” Robin Wybenga, CFO
and how credit unions can resist it, staying ahead of the TBA Credit Union
curve during industry growth.
Inspirational comedian Judson Laipply will close out
Specifically, our industry’s leaders need to make sure the convention with his “Lead Your Revolution” keynote
they’re maintaining a commitment to the credit union speech in which he will touch on the difference between
difference amid changes — not losing grasp of our social change and evolution. Reacting to what’s going on in the
mission while we’re trying to understand new technolog- industry, he says, is insufficient; looking beyond the near
ical opportunities and hurdles.
future to lead evolution and reach for what is possible
separates good leaders from great ones.
Optional activities such as the Sunrise Rotary’s Backpacks
for Kids — a program in which AC&E attendees can help The simultaneous focus on evolving with the
stuff backpacks with school supplies for local elementary industry — and leading its evolution — while maintainschoolers in grades K–3 — provide the opportunity to give ing the heart and soul of the credit union movement is
back to community members most in need. This year’s what sets credit unions apart from other financial institufun run and live and tions. Convention attendees will leave confident in their
silent auctions will knowledge of the latest industry trends and resources,
also benefit the as well as reinvigorated with the spirit and mission of
Children’s Miracle Michigan’s credit unions.
Network Hospitals’
Credit Unions for
Kids initiative.
IT’S ALL ABOUT COMMUNITY

Robin Wybenga
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To further bring this No place is more fitting to rediscover the credit union
mentality into the spirit than Traverse City. Branches in the Paul Bunyan
branch culture, The Chapter of Credit Unions compete for record volunteer
Hero Effect: Being numbers each year, which helps recognize how engaged
Your Best When It the area’s credit unions are in the community.
Matters the Most
author Kevin Brown “In 2017, [TBACU] logged more than 1,200 hours of volwill use his Thurs- unteer work,” said Wybenga. “We are really proud of

staying connected with our community and listening to
our members. Because of that, we feel like we’re doing
our job in keeping the area vital and growing.”

world just didn’t fit with what makes me tick anymore. It
didn’t feed my soul.”

“It’s not the banks’ fault; they were reacting to a very difficult situation,” he said. “The environment in the bank

Speaking of the merger that created 4Front three years
ago, Leusink highlighted that, instead of using layoffs as

Fortunately, Riegler was able to find a career that fit with
TBACU has been serving members in northwest Michigan the rhythm of his “tick” at LMCU.
for more than 60 years. Because the area is still largely
rural, credit unions are able to serve their members’ “My soul has been healed at LMCU,” he said. “I go home
needs even more effectively, according to Wybenga. A tired and exhausted and always behind, but I feel so good
close-knit, rural community allows for increased dialogue about what we do here.”
about what the region and its members need, which
in turn helps credit unions engage their communities Leusink, by contrast, has been at home in the credit union
industry for his entire professional career. He emphamore effectively.
sized the benefit of knowing that, at the end of the day,
This spirit of engagement rests at the core of what credit credit unions make decisions based on their members’
unions do. For Riegler, transitioning from a long-time best interests.
career in the banking world was a way to reconnect with
his passion for helping people. When the 2008 hous- “For me, that’s particularly important because I grew up
ing crash increased pressure on financial industries to on a farm in Iowa,” said Leusink. “When you grow up in a
remain compliant, Riegler found the additional regulations farming community, much of what you do is cooperative.
Co-ops have always been in my blood.”
limited his day-to-day ability to help others.
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a means to increase operational efficiency like
most bank mergers, the partnership actually
increased employee numbers while maintaining economic viability. Additionally, both CEOs
stayed to lead the new organization.

wasn’t always like that,” he said. “It’s gained
national recognition, is second only to Grand
Rapids for breweries, has wineries, food, music,
the bay ... whatever your walk of life, there’s
always something to take care of you.”

“We call it a partnership because [both CEOs]
took on unique roles in the organization,” he
said. “From that, we could build a credit union
without winners and losers; we came behind
a new brand and we’re having great success
with it.”

Traverse City has benefitted from the marriage of
small-town charm and modern evolution, which
makes it an ideal location for credit unions to
learn a similar balance between member-focused service and the constant change in the
financial sector. The region maintains its community-minded rural roots while making room for
innovation in industry through small business
growth, ample variety of cultural opportunities
and a burgeoning tourism industry. Attendees of
this year’s AC&E will have the chance to explore
the region’s diversity as they learn from industry
leaders and experts about harnessing their own
spirit of balance.

A RENAISSANCE CITY WITH
SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
Similar to 4Front’s new brand is the rebirth of
Traverse City itself. The area boasts national
accolades, including one of National Geographic’s 21 Best Beaches in the World (Sleeping Bear
Point), RewardExpert’s 2017 Best American
Foodie Town in the Midwest, one of Travel Channel’s Top 10 Cities for Wine Snobs, and more.
“The special thing about this area is that it has
something for everyone,” said Wybenga. “We
have culture in the way of music and art, we have
support for our communities, we have nature.
Especially for AC&E, it’s the beginning of our
farmers market ... it really gives you a strong
flavor of the region.”
AC&E’s return to Traverse City gives attendees
the chance to come “up north” and experience all the region has to offer, from lounging
on the beach to homegrown wine and
world-class cuisine.

FEATURED GUEST SESSION:
TRAVERSE CITY SPLENDOR
Join fellow AC&E attendees for a taste of what
makes this area so special! On Friday, June 8,
explore and shop downtown Traverse City and
head to Black Star Farms for an unforgettable
culinary experience in the heart of northern Michigan wine country. Because the city rests on the
45th Parallel — halfway between the equator
and the North Pole — the region’s climate is
similar to other prime winemaking locations like
the Italian Piedmont region and France’s Rhone
Valley and Bordeaux.

Attendees of this session will enjoy lunch
“It’s easy to just get in your car or grab a shuttle in Black Star’s Aquarius Room followed by an
and go downtown when you want to get away hour-long guided tour and wine tasting in the
from the event to do something in the area,” Arcturos Room. Don’t miss an opportunity to
said Leusink. “Pick any type of restaurant you experience one of the Leelanau Peninsula’s
want and it’s available in Traverse City.”
most celebrated wineries.
Riegler, a lifetime resident of Traverse City,
remarked on how the community has grown
during his time living there.
“It’s been really fun to watch [Traverse City]
become such a diverse community because it
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“It’s been really fun to watch [Traverse
City] become such a diverse community
because it wasn’t always like that ...
whatever your walk of life, there’s always
something to take care of you.”
Spencer Riegler, Branch Manager,
Lake Michigan Credit Union
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